Part Number Decoding - Bearing Covers

RSSPBDSC207HBL

Rockford Systems SPB in this example indicates Skabbard™ Pillow Block

DSC207 in this example indicates that it was originally designed for a Dodge SC 207 bearing.

HBL in this example indicates Heavyweight 3/16" Black ABS Plastic

Not all plastics are viable for an application.

Black and Gray ABS are not suitable for FDA or pharmaceutical applications for example, but are UV light resistant.

Contact Rockford Systems for details regarding the specific application requirements.

Other guard family prefixes:

G Standard Guard
GSCF Standard Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
UG Unflanged Standard Guard
TG Tapered Guard
TGSCF Tapered Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
UTG Unflanged Tapered Guard
RG Rectangular Guard
RGSCF Rectangular Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
URG Unflanged Rectangular Guard
G3 Triangular Guard
G3SCF Triangular Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
UG3 Unflanged Triangular Guard

Other plastics suffixes:

BL Black 3/16
B8 Black 1/8
B4 Black 1/4
B3 Black 3/8
B.9 Black .09
YE Yellow 3/16
Y8 Yellow 1/8
OR Orange 3/16
GY Gray 3/16
PT PETG .177
PTG 1/8
PT4 PETG 1/4
PETG 3/8
MC3 Metal Detectable Blue 1/8
KX Kydex® BL 3/16
KX3 Kydex® BL 1/8
KX4 Kydex® BL 1/4
KXY Kydex® YE 3/16
KXY4 Kydex® YE 1/4
PC Polycarb 3/16"
PC4 Polycarb 1/4
PC3 Polycarb 1/8
PC3 Polycarb 3/8
WH White 3/16
WHF White FDA 3/16
WH4 White 1/4

Rockford Systems
Part Number Decoding - Guards with backplates

RSG20624YE

RS G 2 06 24 YE

This standard guard is:
2" tall, 6" wide and 24" long measured at the inside top.
Standard draft is 4° therefore the footprint at the flange will be slightly larger

Rockford Systems G in this example indicates Standard Flanged Guard

YE in this example indicates Heavyweight 3/16" Yellow ABS Plastic

Other guard family prefixes:
- G: Standard Guard
- GSCF: Standard Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
- UG: Unflanged Standard Guard
- TG: Tapered Guard
- TGSCF: Tapered Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
- UTG: Unflanged Tapered Guard
- RG: Rectangular Guard
- RSCF: Rectangular Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
- URG: Unflanged Rectangular Guard
- G3: Triangular Guard
- G3SCF: Triangular Guard with Safety Captured Fastener
- UG3: Unflanged Triangular Guard

Other plastics suffixes:
- BL: Black 3/16
- B: Black 1/8
- BS: Black 1/4
- B3: Black 3/8
- B.9: Black .09
- YE: Yellow 3/16
- Y8: Yellow 1/8
- OR: Orange 3/16
- GY: Gray 3/16
- PT: PETG .177
- P6: PETG 1/8
- PT4: PETG 1/4
- P3: PETG 3/8
- MC: Metal Detectable Blue 1/8
- KX: Kandex® BL 3/16
- KX3: Kandex® BL 1/8
- KX4: Kandex® BL 1/4
- KXY: Kandex® YE 3/16
- KXY4: Kandex® YE 1/4
- PC: Polycarb 3/16"
- PC4: Polycarb 1/4
- PC6: Polycarb 1/8
- PC3: Polycarb 3/8
- WH: White 3/16
- WHF: White FDA 3/16
- WH1: White 1/4

Not all plastics are viable for an application.
Black and Gray ABS are not suitable for FDA or pharmaceutical applications for example, but are UV light resistant.
Contact Rockford Systems for details regarding the specific application requirements.